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1. When the MFP makes files via scanner (Email, SMB, FTP, USB, Storage, etc.), the MFP 
distinguish below 4 types of documents. Specific procedure of each types is 
following a Sample. 
(1) Passport 





2. After completing scan job or Scan Preview Job, MFP do OCR and recognize scanned 
documents, MFP identify scanned documents. 
3. The MFP proposes file name as below B. FlowChart and C. Sample. 
4. The MFP provides On/ Off function for this. 
5. Every type could be mixed except Unknown (Image + Document, ID Card + Document  
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a. Scan UI (Sample Flow is PreviewScan) 
 
 
















c. Display UI Pop-up 
Proposal Selection 
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(2) ID Scan 
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When the image is included in document, the MFP can use google image 
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If the MFP can’t recognize scanned document, the MFP can propose 
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